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Arkos is an experienced compression and equipment service partner that
understands the issues and challenges of the natural gas industry. From
installation and startup through operations and overhauls, we maintain,
monitor, and service equipment to allow our clients to concentrate on their
core business. Our established relationships with all major OEMs ensure
a rapid response to requests for parts or service, technical bulletins, and
warranty items, and our expertise ensures that equipment operates reliably
and efficiently for maximum production over the life of the project.
LIFE CYCLE MAINTENANCE
Arkos’ installation and startup services ensure equipment is installed and configured
by certified technicians and field personnel, assuring dependable runtimes. We can
activate and validate Arkos and OEM warranties to maintain the required warranty
coverage. Our comprehensive maintenance program includes preventive and
long-term contracts, with customized scheduling to meet our clients’ needs. With
our 24/7 callout service, our strategically placed field service personnel can respond
quickly, anytime, anywhere.

REPAIR AND REBUILD
Arkos’ services maximize asset utilization, and our strategically located facilities
provide rapid turnaround. Our part sales department offers a full range of certified
replacement parts for newly acquired or relocated equipment to keep operations
running efficiently. Our strong supplier relationships maximize our buying power,
enabling us to create a critical spare parts list for each unit or facility to keep
parts stocked at the closest Arkos location. We also offer technical service and
maintenance through qualified third parties on any or all instruments associated with
production equipment in-house or on-site.
Lower risk, proving our commitment to safety
• Our safety record has gained us recognition and awards from customers including
Chevron and Shell

INDUSTRY-LEADING SAFETY RECORD:

•
•
•
•

0.00 TRIR in 2014
0.32 TRIR in 2015
0.79 TRIR in 2016
0.70 TRIR in 2017

WE OFFER SERVICES FOR:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Engines and Compressors
Engine-Driven Coolers
Emissions Equipment
Instruments and Controls
Process and Treating Equipment
Production Equipment
Turbochargers
Remote Monitoring of PE and
Compression Equipment
• Machine Shop Capabilities
• Field Machine Services

OUR PROGRAMS PROVIDE:

• Customer support from the ground
level up
• Long-term relationship after the sale
• Simplified asset management for a
wide variety of assets
• Services customized for specific regions
• Trouble-free Safety and Environmental
regulation compliance
•	Scheduled services that enhance
safety, reduce downtime and aid
in environmental compliance

Operating Facilities:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

California | Santa Clarita
Louisiana | Houma, New Iberia
Michigan | Bridgman
North Dakota | Williston
New Mexico | Carlsbad
Oklahoma | El Reno
Pennsylvania | Smithfield
Texas | Canadian, Kilgore, Midland, Odessa, Pampa,
Three Rivers, Waller, Weatherford

PROCESS IMPROVEMENT
AFTERMARKET SERVICES INCLUDE:

Short- and long-term maintenance agreements that meet specific operating and
compliance requirements allow us to streamline processes, minimizing downtime
and costs. Our PLC programming and control systems, combined with our expertise
in remote monitoring systems, allow proactive upgrades of machine controls to keep
them updated and avoid expensive breakdowns. Arkos also offers remote monitoring
licensing with the ability to monitor a large number of data points for a comprehensive
view of operations in real time for timely decision-making.

HIGHLY TRAINED PERSONNEL
Arkos’ comprehensive Technical Education system offers structured training for
Service Technician Levels I, II, and III through Master Technician certification.
Our new hires undergo more than 25 hours of mandatory ES&H training. Arkos’
competency-based training programs provide the preparation needed to develop
skills ranging from general mechanical knowledge through OEM-brand specific
education for personnel with broad-based competencies. Specialized training
activities are conducted at the regional locations or vendor sites, and our programs
are modeled to meet the regulatory requirements of DOT, Operator Qualification,
and compliance certification.

COMPRESSOR VALVES AND PACKING CASE REPAIRS
Arkos continues to grow our business as a Total Services Capabilities Company
throughout the US. We have recently expanded our Houma, LA facility services
to include compressor and valve repair. This provides us even more capabilities,
along with the experience to deliver the best service and value in the industry.
We service the entire Gulf Coast utilizing our skills from both our New Iberia and
Houma, Louisiana facilities. We specialize in the repair of all makes and models of
compressors, valves, and packing cases, supplying detailed reports and pressure
tested certificates with every order. Arkos has the experience and parts on hand to
provide your company the fastest service; same day turn around available in many
cases. We perform the highest quality work at competitive prices and currently
service many of the known producers in the region.
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• 24/7 Callout Service
• Installations and Startup Services
• Maintenance: Preventive and
Long-Term
• PMs on Engines and Compressors
• Overhauls and Exchanges
• Parts and Recommended Spares
• Commissioning
• Critical Spare Parts
• Preservation
• Troubleshooting
• Restaging Compressors
• Engine Swings
• Equipment Upgrades
• Machine Shop Services
•	Equipment Repackaging
and Refurbishing
MACHINE SHOP CAPABILITIES:

• General Machining | Lathe, Mill, Boring
Mill, Drill Press, Vertical Mill, Key Cutting
• Cylinder Re-lining
• Cylinder Bore Thermal Spray
• Hydro-Testing
• Compressor Connecting Rod
Reconditioning
• Compressor Piston, Rod and Ring Repair
and Manufacturing
• Packing Case Repair
• Compressor Valve Repair
• Magnetic Particle Inspection
• Power Cylinder Head Repair
• Power Rod Reconditioning
• Exhaust Manifold and Water Pump Repair
• Exchange Rebuilt Components

